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ELIXIR | A distributed research infrastructure for life-science information

● 22 ELIXIR Members:
○ 21 countries
○ + EMBL
○ +1 Observer (Cyprus)

● 23 Nodes (650+ staff):
○ 22 in the countries (e.g. ELIXIR 

Slovenia, ELIXIR Italy ...)
○ 220+ research institutes
○ + EMBL-EBI

● 1 ELIXIR Hub (25 staff):
○ the ELIXIR Hub
○ coordinating role 
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Operational 2014Treaty-based, like CERN, hence not affected by Brexit (except the UK Node...)Administrative matters are dealt with at ministry level (usually Ministry for Scientific Research), whilst implementation of the ELIXIR Programme takes place at the level of national research institutes and universities.Size and distributed nature form part of the challenge of assessing impact



ELIXIR is a virtual and distributed infrastructure

• ELIXIR coordinates, integrates and sustains bioinformatics 
resources across its Members

• Financial instrument: Commissioned Services (funded by the 
Countries’ membership fee)

• 100,000’s of users in academia and industry, regardless of 
location, can freely access 140+ resources (‘services’) that are 
vital for their work

Databases
Data deposition, knowledge-bases

Bioinformatics tools
Tool registry, software 
development

Compute
Secure data transfer, cloud 
computing, Authentication and 
Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI)

Interoperability
Standards, FAIR (Findable, 
Accessible, Interoperable, and 
Reusable) resources, ontologies

Training
Training registry, face to face 
courses, eLearning
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For coordinate/integrate/sustain, see slide later in the presentationCommissioned Services, funded via the membership fee, are the key financial instrument for implementing/operating ELIXIR.For its users, ELIXIR’s bioinformatics resources also called ‘services’.Services can be discovered on a dedicated page, and articulated around 5 platforms. Rachel coordinates the Data Platform, Gabry has a leadership role for the Training Platform.Anyone, anywhere can access the ELIXIR services, with rare exceptions such as sensitive human data (requires authorisation), and depletable computational resources.to have an idea of scale, the German Node has 450,000 users per month of its services (https://www.denbi.de/images/Downloads/Impact.pdf)



The strategic objectives of the 2019–2023 ELIXIR Programme
In 2023

• ELIXIR operates a portfolio of integrated services that meet the data 
needs of life scientists at a European scale

• ELIXIR Communities drive service uptake, support standards 
development, and connect ELIXIR’s experts in life science disciplines

• ELIXIR Core Data Resources are the global standard for bioinformatics 
resource management and are the foundation for an international 
funding and life cycle management strategy that secures the long-term 
sustainability of those resources

• ELIXIR is the recognised and trusted life science foundation of the 
European Open Science Cloud

• All ELIXIR Nodes connect life science users in academia and industry to 
our open, federated service network 

ELIXIR will extend our established Europewide infrastructure of key reference databases, FAIR 
data services and standards validators, and common platforms for tools, workflows and 
clouds, into a federated data ecosystem in which life scientists – across all our member states –
routinely access our joint infrastructure for national projects and international collaborations.

https://www.elixir-
europe.org

https://www.elixir-europe.org


Quotes connected to FAIR and Open Data 

• ELIXIR has actively contributed to the development of open data policies and 
the FAIR concept: ELIXIR co-sponsored the development of FAIR, and has 
published a set of guidelines for the practical implementation of FAIR data 
management in the life sciences.

• ELIXIR provides the infrastructure needed for a Europe-wide data federation. 
ELIXIR, via its Nodes, is also involved in the FREYA project on persistent 
identifiers (a key component of FAIR) and collaborates with OpenAIRE to 
ascertain the compatibility of registries and catalogues.

• Building on established collaborative projects with BMS RIs and with European 
e-Infrastructures
• ELIXIR is leading the joint BMS Ris consortium in EOSC (EOSC-Life) and is partner in 

EOSCpilot and thus shaping the European open data policy and data service landscape in 
close collaboration with other stakeholders 



• National Strategy of Open Access to Scientific Publications and Research Data in 
Slovenia 2015-2020

• Slovenian Research Infrastructure Roadmap 2011 - 2020 Revision 2016
• ELIXIR-SI

• Archive of life-science data – part of federated EGA

• Other ESFRIs

• EOSC and e-Infrastructures
• GEANT, EGI, PRACE in Slovenia

coordinated via ARNES and SLING

• HPC-RIVR

• RDA Node Slovenia
• 1 Million Genomes (MG+) by 2022 Declaration
• GA4GH

FAIR and Open Data in Slovenia



Concluding thoughts

• Open biological data drives research. Researchers around the world rely on the ability 
to freely deposit into and download data from these resources. If for any reason we 
were to lose access to these Core Data Resources, it would have a devastating effect 
not only on science, but also on medicine, industry and innovation.

• All ESFRI Biomedical Science Research Infrastructures generate data and these need 
to flow into sustainable databases that are interoperable (FAIR), safe and secure.

ELIXIR would be nothing without its Heads of Nodes, Platform and Communities leaders, 
Training and Technical Coordinators, and the whole ELIXIR Community!

E: brane.leskosek@mf.uni-lj.si elixir@mf.uni-lj.si
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“imperative” -  i.e. not just for the ‘impact box’ of funding applications. Whole Work Packages in grant applications are now dedicated to measuring/demonstrating the impact of projectsWhat is being learnt at European-scale (the scale of the infrastructure) is likely applicable at Node-level, which can help with making stronger national roadmap funding applications To emphasise that ELIXIR is made of a network of people, distributed across Europe, working together, including with partners beyond ELIXIR and Europe, to collectively achieve more than separately 
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